Quantum Homeopathy & Homotoxicology

Day 1
- Consciousness matters
- Introduction to homeopathy: the basics of the medicine of Hahnemann
- The Vital Force
- Homeopathy: Vital body Medicine
- Quantum Measurement
- Homeopathy is truly “Quantum medicine.”
- Vital body = Reservoir of blueprints (morphogenetic field)
- A Chart Contrasting Allopathy with Homeopathy

Day 1 + Day 2
- The Quality of Intention & Placebo
- Law of Similar
- How Remedies Are Made and work
- Homeopathic Typologies: The Body mind Personalities
- Remedies have a Soul
- What are miasms? (DIATHESES)
- The “Shadowy” Imprint
- The Morphogenetic field & Miasm
- Constitutions

Day 3
- Elements of the body’s greater defense system
- Homotoxicology: Natural defense
- Standard Homotoxicological : based on the table of homotoxicosis
- Hering’s law of healing
- Combinations developed by Reckeweg
- Q Homeopathics
- Anti-homotoxic therapy generally benefits from a compound
- Homotoxicology Healing Approaches & Cellular Approach

“In Homeopathy Consciousness Does Matter”
Dr. Goswami

Day 3
- Bio-terrain
- What is homotoxicology
- The concept of homotoxins
- Seyle bar and Homotoxicology
- The tissue layers:
  1 - Ectodermal  2 – Endodermal  3 - Mesodermal 4 - Mesenchyme

Quantum Homeopathy & Homotoxicology
Samuel Hahnemann
Founder of Homeopathy

The Vital Force
Hahnemann described it as a "spirit like" force that sustains and maintains life. It is the Vital Force that produces the symptoms in its effort to rid the body of dis-ease. Understanding the function of the Vital Force is one of the corner stones of Homeopathy. The Vital Force is responsible for maintaining the body in a balanced state of health.

The Vital Force
“The Vital Force is not enclosed in man, but radiates around him like a luminous sphere, and it may be made to act at distance. Through these rays of subtle form, the imagination of man may produce healthy or morbid effects.” Paracelsus (1493-1541)

Hahnemann’s Principles
• The "Vital force" as the conduit between our Spirit and our body
• Spirit is perfect and can never become ill
• All illness is a block of some sort between the Spirit and the body

Positive Heath (Perfect Heath) is a Potentia
• Positive Heath is embedded within everyone in the Quantum self.
• Full potentiality of the Self can be actualized through proper Knowledge and tuning.

Homeopathy: Vital Body Medicine
• Our vital body is individualized though the specific history of our conditioning. (many lives?)
• When the vital movements go awry, causing disease at the physical level, there must likewise be an individual signature to the vital energy imbalance.

Physical Body & Vital Body
• Vital body movements mirror themselves in the physical body
• Homeopathy: Identify the vital energy signature of the particular medicinal substance that resonate the best with unbalanced vital energy signature of the individual client (Morphic resonance)
Vital Body?

Morphogenetic Fields
(Blueprints or body plans)

Mode of their
Quantum Movements
(Feeling & Chakras)

Vital Body & Homeopathy:
Measurement of Vital Energy

- Baxter 1970: Human Emotion & Plants
- Chi Kong Masters: Plants are the objects and can be affected by chi experience; Growth (+), reduce (-)
- Kirlian photography
- Works of Dr Emoto

Water: liquid crystal for transfer of three-dimensional information

Quantum Measurement

- The brain waves we see on an EEG indirectly reflect the activity of the mind or the mental body
- In Quantum biofeedback, the patterns of reactivity seen in the trivector information give us an indirect way to monitor vital-mental body activity

Quantum Biofeedback is an indirect Measurement of the Vital-Mental Body (Trivector)
Attempt to create a connection with the Field
Electrophysiological Connection
Subspace Link

Voltammetry: Indirect measurement of the vital (nonlocal) aspect of the homeopathic substance based on electro-reactivity

- Voltammetry is widely used in chemical analysis. Chemicals differ in their oxidation and reduction capacities. (ref Wang)
- So voltammetric analysis is used to analyse chemicals. It can detect as low as one part in ten trillion, what might be described as 10X. (ref Tolbert)
- Thus changes in volts and amperage is a universally accepted technique in chemical analysis. (ref. Smyth) The very essence of all biochemistry indeed all life is contingent on the volt, amperage exchange of oxidation and reduction. (ref. Nelson, 1982)

  - Voltammetry can be used to analyse dilute chemicals, as dilute as one part per ten trillion. (10X in homeopathic terms.)
  - Voltammetry is done by measuring the oxidation-reduction potential

Could it not be the case that these compounds that have voltammetric signatures even at dilute quantities might leave a capacitance and inductance signature in the water carrier of a homeopathic. This and the resistance factors of a homeopathic might make up the signature of a homeopathic.
Shape is a three-dimensional structure can’t be contain by a resonant frequency

Tri Vector Energy Fields

- Electrical Energy is defined as a mathematical equation of volts, amps, resistance.
- INDIGO Measures the patient’s body’s electrical voltage, amperage & resistance
- Further calculations can be reduced from this base equation.

The Field & Genetic

- Sheldrake (1981): “nonlocal and nonphysical morphogenetic field are essential to understand biological form-making from the one cell embryo”

Vital Body = Reservoir of Blueprints (Morphogenetic Field)

- Morphogenetic fields give a profound explanation of feeling: what-how-where we feel

- Morphogenetic fields: the source of the programs that activate the genes of the cells belonging to the different organs (resulting in cells differentiation)

The Ancestral Lineage

- Ancestors relates to physical body characteristics
- Our vital body is related though the specific history of our conditioning (many lives?).

Entanglement: Ancestors & Past Life

Vital Body & Vital Body’s connection to the physical:

Physical organs are but representation of the vital body morphogenetic fields

Homeopathy & Consciousness

Disease belongs to the physical, it is external, illness is internal?
Understand how thoughts, emotions, feelings that move the subtle morphogenetic fields and manifest illnesses, will allow to practice a real Quantum Medicine?

The Vital Force
In doing its job, the Vital Force will produce symptoms. Symptoms can show up at all different levels. Skin rashes, allergies, digestive troubles, as well as deeper sexual, emotional, and temperament dis-orders.

Because the Vital Force is responsible for protecting the innermost levels of life, it will always try to push disease outwardly.

For this reason, skin rashes and other skin affections are considered signs of the Vital Force's work and should NEVER be suppressed by the use of suppressive allopathic drugs such as antibiotics, steroids, etc.

The Vital Force (Hering Laws)

- The body heals from the inside out, from the top to the bottom and in the reversed order of the appearance of symptoms.
- This is the direction of life. From the more important organs (brain, heart, lungs, stomach, liver, kidneys), to the lesser important ones (skin, eyes, ears, legs, feet).

- The closer the symptoms are to the core levels of life, the more threatened health and life are.
- The stronger and healthier the Vital Force, the more symptoms will be found on a surface level.
- Skin conditions, although uncomfortable and unsightly, are not life threatening. Suppression of these conditions will eventually lead to life threatening diseases: from skin rashes to cancers.

Healing Crisis: the major side effect in natural healing

Underestimated

Healing Crisis

- This reaction occurs when the body tries to eliminate toxins at a faster rate than they can be properly disposed of.

- The more toxic one's bodily systems are, the more severe the detoxification, or healing crisis.
- It is characterized by a temporary increase in symptoms during the cleansing or detox process which may be mild or severe.

Consciousness & Intelligence

- The higher vibratory frequencies permeate the lower.
- The lower frequencies do not permeate the higher.
- The lower vibratory frequencies are a differentiation of the higher vibratory frequencies.

One Pulsation

- The higher vibratory frequencies permeate the lower.
- The lower frequencies do not permeate the higher.
- The lower vibratory frequencies are a differentiation of the higher vibratory frequencies.

The Template of Signature
Consciousness, Life Force, & Intelligence

Entropy: The tendency of all living things to reach lower levels of energetic output and eventually fail.

Syntropy: The tendency of all living things to reach higher levels of energetic output and consequently transform.

Fundamental Laws of Homeopathy

- Related to the Vital Body, Not to the Mental, Supra-Mental & Bliss
- Medicines when potentized, affect more the vital Body:
  - Law of Similar (mirror)
  - Hering’s law

Allopathic & Homeopathic Medicine: “Goswami”

Disease are events that have determinable causes: illnesses occur as the result of an invasion by an outside source, such as viruses, germs or bacteria. (Bad Guys)

Disease is a breakdown of vital forces, result from overwhelming movement in the vital body (feelings, emotions) and thus weaken the body. The inability to process the emotional stresses weaken the body, leaves the individual influence of disease agents such virus, germs or bacteria.

Allopathic & Homeopathic Medicine: “Goswami”

- Classification of disease should be according to their causes.
- Symptoms indicate their causes. Thus those symptoms that are directly related to the causes are more important for treatment purposes.
- The internal cause of the breakdown cannot be known.
- The treatment of illness depends upon a knowledge of medicines and their healing power, acquired by experimentation on healthy people, who can describe the fine nuances of change in attitude, emotional, physical and mental states.

Allopathic & Homeopathic Medicine: “Goswami”

Allopathy treats only the later aggravated symptoms off the physical body

Symptoms disappear in reverse order in which that appear

Your Symptoms?

Allopathic & Homeopathic Medicine: “Goswami”

- Allopathy tries to cure physical body imbalances
- Homeopathy system to cure the vital imbalance body

Provides physical representation of the vital blueprints

Vital body: Provides blueprint-morphogenetic fields for the organs

- Symptomatic & Diagnostic Medicine:
- No individualization, more a protocol approach and symptomatic release
- Removal of symptoms is the ideal of cure, while disease itself remains untreated.
Medicines are chosen for their similarity with the characteristics of the patient, to work with the immune system and not against it (law of similar) Individualize Medicine.

- Frequently resort to aggressive methods, and toxic drugs whit side effect
- So the physical body will be unable to make proper representations of the ongoing imbalances of the vital body, leading to a chronic mismatch between the vital body blueprints and their physical body representations

- Homeopathic medicine is also used for ailments of constitutional nature, ailments that people tend to accept as part of their physical makeup or constitution
- The major side effect is healing crisis

- Disbelief in the healing power of Nature (Consciousness.)
- Materialistic approach based on the skill of the physician over the vital force Physicians felt justified in intervening to any desire extent in the disease process.

- Belief in the healing power of the vital body and recognition of an immaterial underlying reality. (Consciousness)
- Consciousness approach, where the practitioner follows vital body’s lead and adds the energy (signature) of the similar remedy to the healing process.

The Quality of Intention

- What are the factors that influence intention?
- The numbers of clients?
- Knowledge?
- Quality of intent?

Mind-Matter Interactions in Physical Systems

Dean Radin, PhD

- Hundreds of other published experiments, investigating the effects of intention on nonliving systems, ranging from various properties of water, to the movement of dropped plastic balls or machine-tossed dice, to streams of random bits generated by electronic circuits and Geiger counters, provide further support for the idea that intention directly interacts with aspects of the physical world. (See http://www.princeton.edu/~pear/).

Quality of Intention: Scientific Research on Intention - Dean Radin, PhD

- Intention is related to but is not the same as mind, because intention is a mental property related to actions, whereas mind itself may be considered the “apparatus” that harbors or produces subjective mental states.
- Intention is also not the same as consciousness, which may be defined as the capacity of being aware. It is likewise distinct from attention, which is a mode of focusing or selecting objects of perception, thinking, or awareness.

http://oneminuteshift.com/videos/dean_radin/intentional_chocolate

Intention:
IM-705 - Quantum Doctor with Amit Goswami

Intention & Consciousness

- What matters is Consciousness Intention.
- Intention occurs when we have the freedom to choose among quantum possibilities that then can become physical-mental-vital-supra-mental actuality ...become our healing actuality
Our intention comes to fruition.
That place where freedom is totally present

Aware Homeopathy

Homeopathic Activation

Procedure: 35 patients were chosen from a Naturopathic Doctor’s practice.

- All patients were using certain homeopathic on a regular basis and knew what results to expect.
- Some patients used a Candida nosode to control bloating or other body symptoms;
- Others used Belladonna or Lachesis for symptoms.
- All were familiar with their remedy's effect.

- Each patient was given either a regular homeopathic or a duplicated remedy.
- Each patient was also given either a placebo sugar pill, or a pill with 5mg. Narcan (Naloxone).
- Naloxone is used to block endorphin response and has been found to block the placebo effect in placebo responsive patients

Homeopathic Activation: Results

- Duplicated remedies show no change in freezing patterns or in Kirlian photography.
- Duplicated remedies are probably advanced placebo at best.

To test this supposition, an experiment was performed with double blind capacity.
There is no change in the liquid crystal effect of the homeopathic.

CONCLUSION to study

- Real homeopathy is indeed a viable medical therapy that works on many levels.
- The duplicated remedy does NOT work as well as real homeopathy.
- The duplicated remedy does indeed work better than simple placebo.
- It could indeed be called a super placebo.
- The power of intention and the mind is indeed profound and should be used in all of medicine.

- The vital component of the homeopathic remedy require the complete substance homeopathic, the electro signature doesn't seem to carry on the vital force
- Intention can be transfer to a placebo or electro-computerized information
- Intention work at best when individualized and precisely articulated

Homeopathy: Law of Similar

“Like cures like. Any substance which can produce a totality of symptoms in a healthy human being can cure that totality of symptoms in a sick human being (when given in a potentized homeopathic form (highly dilute).”

Samuel Hahnemann

Homeopathy is truly “Quantum Medicine.”

- Homeopathy is a quantum medical system that uses very, very tiny doses of drugs to produce symptoms similar to the illness.
- The word comes from the Greek homeo, meaning "similar" or "the same," and pathy, meaning "suffering" or "illness."
- Proving are the tests Dr. Hahnemann did to discover the effects of various drugs.
- Materia Medica: repertory of homeopathic with their symptoms
Homeopathic Therapeutics - Possibilities in Chronic Pathology
By Jacques JOUANNY, MD

Major remedies of the psoric and sycotic reactional modes; clinical applications including ENT and respiratory tract, digestive system, gynecology, urinary tract, circulatory system, dermatology, nervous system and the osteoarticular system.

Denis Demarque

- Description

Materia Medica: Classic Unicist

Vital Component of Homeopathic

- How to draw from medicinal substance (plant, herb..) the vital component
- Vital energy part of the medicine substance is transfer the alcohol substance (not a physical memory, but the vital part)
- Dynamization & Succussion

Homeopathy

- In the 1790s, Dr. Hahnemann was doing an experiment on himself with a drug called cinchona (what we today call quinine)
- Hahnemann reasoned that if taking a big dose of cinchona gave a healthy person the same symptoms as malaria, someone who really had malaria might benefit from a small dose.
- The idea was that the small dose would stimulate the sick person's body to fight the disease.

Homeopathy: Law of Similar

- Vital body movements mirror themselves in the physical body
- Homeopathy: Identify the vital energy signature of the particular medicinal substance that resonate the best with unbalanced vital energy signature of the individual client (Morphic resonance)

Law of Infinitesimal Doses

- Drugs like arsenic are poisonous,
- Dr. Hahnemann used them in very, very small doses. In addition, he prepared the remedy by succussing it-repeatedly shaking it vigorously and banging it down on a hard surface.
To his surprise, Hahnemann found that the more dilute the drug was, the more potent it was and the better it worked.

In homeopathy, then, this is known as the Law of Infinitesimal Doses.

**Homeopathy**

- Homeopaths believe that symptoms are the visible signs of the body’s attempt to heal itself and resume its natural healthy state of balance.
- Practitioners of homeopathy match each person with a remedy or remedies according to the individual’s unique situation and symptoms.
- The remedies reinforce the person’s natural healing capacity and strengthen the natural defenses of the body.

**Homeopathy is truly “Energy Medicine”**

- Remedies are extremely diluted in preparation and work with a person’s vital force to heal.
- Contrary to what you might think, the dilution of a remedy during preparation actually increases the potency of the remedy. (Less is more)
- Today, over 2,000 remedies from plants, animals, minerals, and even diseased tissue have been tested and are in current use.

**How Remedies Are Made**

- To make a homeopathic remedy, the manufacturer starts with the basic plant or mineral (or sometimes animal).
- In general, plant and animal raw materials are finely chopped and then soaked in a mixture of about 80 percent pure alcohol and 20 percent pure water for several weeks. Minerals are ground very finely and soaked in the alcohol mixture.

Once the mother tincture is dilute enough, it can be bottled to be used in liquid form, or it can be made into pills.

- A few drops of the remedy are added to tiny lactose (milk sugar) pills; the pills are sometimes also swirled around in the dilution for a few seconds as well.
- Homeopathic remedies are usually taken as pills, but you can get them as liquids, powders, and granules. Whichever form you choose, keep the remedy tightly sealed in a cool, dark place away from direct sunlight.

**“Less is more”**
How Remedies Are Made
- To make the remedy, the solids are strained out. What’s left is the alcoholic liquid, called the mother tincture. The next step is to dilute the mother tincture with a mixture of alcohol and water. Homeopaths use two different dilution scales:
  - The decimal scale. In this scale, the dilution is one in 10, or 1:10. In other words, for every drop of the tincture, nine drops of an alcohol/water mixture are added. Homeopaths use the abbreviation x to indicate a remedy made using the decimal scale.
  - The centesimal scale. Remedies made using this scale are diluted to one in 100, or 1:100. For every drop of the tincture, 99 drops of an alcohol/water mixture are added. The abbreviation c is used to indicate that the centesimal scale was used.

C - Centesimal

How Remedies Are Made
- After each dilution is made, the mixture is succussed (shaken vigorously). Then one drop of the mixture is added to the next dilution (either decimal or centesimal), and the mixture is succussed again.
- At the least, homeopathic remedies are diluted three times. The number of dilutions and the scale used are written on the label after the remedy name. So a label that reads Aconite 3c means that it has been diluted and succussed three times.
- The usual remedy strengths for home use are 6c and 12c; 30c, the most potent strength, generally is used only by professionals.

K - Korsakolf

Substances that interfere with the action of homeopathic remedies
- Menthe
- Coffee
- No: citrus fruits, fermented foods (miso), pickled

Homeopathic Dilution & Vital Body
- Avogadro’s law of chemistry: Mole (molecular weight of a substance in grams) of any substance contains: \(10^{24}\) molecules of the substance.
- After homeopathic dilution of 24x of a mole of a medicinal substance or 11c, no single molecule of the medicinal substance is present.

Vital Component of homeopathic products “Goswami”
- A disease means that the physical representation in its current form, is not working properly.
- It makes sense that this malfunction may be due to the malfunction of the vital blueprint (an imbalance of the relevant movements of vital energies) itself.
- If that is so, we have to infuse the proper vital energy to fix the vital blueprint in the system to effect a cure.

Symptomatic Remedies
- Arnica: traumatisme
- Bryonia: inflammation
• Belladonna: early stage of fever (reddened mucous membranes, flushes face...)
• Apis: bee venom
• Alium cepa: allergy
• Rhus tox: arthritis

Jacques JOUANNY, MD
• Jacques JOUANNY, MD
  Contemporary author - France.

• Links of Recommended Books on Amazon.com
  The Essentials of Homeopathic Materia Medica by Jacques Jouanny
  Homeopathic Therapeutics Possibilities in Acute Pathology by Jacques Jouanny
  Homeopathic Therapeutics Possibilities in Chronic Pathology by Jacques Jouanny
  Pharmacology and Homeopathic Materia Medica by Denis Demarque
  Psyche and Substance: Homeopathy and Jungian Psychology by Edward Whitmont
  Dreams, Symbols, and Homeopathy: Archetypal Dimensions of Healing by Jane Cicchetti

Homeopathic Typologies: The Body Mind Personalities

• A homeopathic medicine is generally given not simply for a symptom or a disease but for an entire pattern or constellation of physical and psychological symptoms. (Quantum monad)

• The word "symptom" here is most broadly defined as any sensation that is discomforting or that limits a person's physical or psychological functions.

• Homeopaths also inquire into what factors, which homeopaths call "modalities," seem to aggravate or ameliorate these sensations.

• In addition to prescribing on these factors, a homeopath may utilize information about the person's body type, temperament and disposition, and behavioral tendencies to determine the appropriate medicine.

Polychrest – Most Known
• Pulsatilla
• Nux Vomica
• Natrum Muriaticum
• Arsenicum album
• Sepia
• Ignatia
• Lycopodium
• Argentum Nitricum
• Silicea

Homeopathic Typologies: The Body Mind Personalities
Once one's constitutional or fundamental medicine is selected and administered, not only is the person's chief complaint greatly reduced, but he or she generally feels better in many ways, physically and psychologically.
• Although a person may actually be cured after a single dose of the correct constitutional or fundamental medicine, more often, the medicine may start the curative process, and a series of medicines will be required to complete it.
• As the person heals and changes, a new fundamental picture often emerges, bringing with it the requirement of a new medicine.

A substance which matches the essence of the person's characteristics

• A medicine which matches the "essence" of the person's totality of symptoms.
• The word "essence" is of value here since homeopathy is the science of finding the most "similar" medicine to the person.

Arsenicum Album

• They have a deep-seated insecurity, from which develops a dependency on others, a possessiveness of objects and people, a tendency towards fastidiousness, and deeply-felt anxieties and fears.
• They may have various anxieties and fears, especially about their health, their future, and their financial status, all of which are heightened when they are alone, and then diminished when they are with others.
• To reduce the chances of things going wrong, they become over conscientious. They over prepare for everything and are inordinately fastidious.
• Physically, the person who needs Arsenicum is usually thin, fine-haired, delicate skinned, with pale or alabaster complexion.
• They perspire easily and profusely and are extremely sensitive to factors in the external environment.
• They are particularly sensitive to any exposure to cold and feel better from most forms of heat.
• They tend to experience burning pains which are relieved by warm applications, and if they have those pains in the stomach, they are relieved by warm drinks.

• Milk, fruit, ice cream, and alcohol may aggravate digestive or other symptoms. Most commonly, their physical and psychological symptoms will be particularly apparent at midnight and shortly after.
• The symptoms which typify the Arsenicum type are often seen in insomniacs.
• Because the symptoms of Arsenicum are worse late at night and because these people tend to be perfectionist, they usually require things to be "just right" in order to fall asleep.
• Part of their hypersensitivity to the environment lies in a sensitivity to noise--any noise.
• People who need Arsenicum are often hypochondriacs. They have many, many symptoms, and even though they may have had them for a long time, they still want the practitioner to get rid of them immediately.
• As the result of this anxiety, they tend to go to a variety of doctors and usually try many types of alternative therapies.
• Debility, exhaustion, restlessness and anxiety, changing places constantly or moving limbs and body all the time when lying down
• Nightly aggravation, great exhaustion after the slightest exertion. Fear, fright, and worry.
• Injurious effects of fruit, especially watery fruits. The odor of discharges is putrid.
• Gradual loss of weight from impaired nutrition.
• Thirsty but only for small amounts at a time. Wants warmth, even lying up against radiators and stoves. Works especially well on vomiting and diarrhea together
• A possible remedy for separation anxiety.

Nux Vomica

• People who need Nux are hurried and impulsive, though Nux people are more prone to irritability, anger, and maliciousness.
• Even those Nux people who have learned to control their rage tend to feel a hyperirritability and anger inside themselves struggling to be expressed.
• They are dissatisfied, rarely content, hypercritical of others, impatient, and jealous.
They are very competitive. They will compulsively compete, even in certain games or job situations where competition isn't appropriate.

Like people who need Arsenicum, Nux people will be fastidious. Whereas Arsenicum people will usually become anxious and nervous as they try to hold in their disgust for messes, Nux people will often get irritated and visibly angered by lack of order and cleanliness.*

Nux people will overemphasize achievement, to such a degree that their life will become dominated by their work. They will take on greater responsibility than they are capable of, becoming increasingly irritable and demanding.

Classically, people who need Nux represent what is called in psychology the "authoritarian personality." (15)

They want to force things their own way. To achieve security they adopt a powerful authority and demand that those in inferior positions submit to it.

Whitmont describes them as perfect bureaucrats. They are rigidly moralistic and will condemn others who violate Nux's moral code.

Finally, they repress socially disapproved tendencies and project them onto others.

Nux people also have a soft side. They are sentimental and may cry from listening to certain music or seeing beautiful things.

Despite a rough exterior, they cannot stand the least pain. They may cry even after a bout of anger. Since they can't stand the least opposition, they may cry from frustration.

Physically, people who require Nux may be husky, solid, and muscular, or they may be lean, bent forward, and withered.

They are physically and emotionally irritated by exposure to cold, drafts, noise, and light. Their worst time of day is upon waking, and it usually takes an hour or so to wake up.

They sometimes feel an urge to take a nap. If they are accidently awakened from this nap, they become highly irritated.

They may suffer from insomnia because of their very active mind which constantly ruminates about the many irons they have in the fire.

They tend to overeat, with cravings for fats, spicy foods, and milk.

The Essence of a "Sulphur"

- Sulphur is the most extreme in intellectual abilities.
- Sulphur patients have unusually gifted mental abilities from the day they are born. Some sulphurs are: Albert Einstein, Carl Jung, Samuel Hahnemann, Abraham Lincoln, and Socrates.

As Einstein was, his wife had to do everything for him. He had to be fed, dressed, etc.; his head being "in the clouds".

Sulphur live in a world of imagination. They are blind to all the material things of today.

The Essence of a "Sulphur" Constitutional Type
1. Sulphur is an extremely hot blooded person. Warm hands and feet; always kicks off blankets.
2. Nervous, lean, eccentric looking.
3. You can spot a sulphur in a crowd due to his unruly long hair, and outgoing selection of clothing (sometimes wearing the same clothes week after week.)
4. Sits in a chair with his entire body involved.
5. Paces the floor, cannot stand still in one spot.
6. Cannot wear wool clothing, gets super itchy.
7. Health complaints are always relapsing.
8. Noon and midnight are the worst aggravations for sulphurs.
9. It has to be "his idea", not someone else’s.
10. Reads a lot of books, retaining everything.
11. Can teach a class better than the instructor.
12. A sulphur "scholar" does not worry about his physical appearance.
13. Messy house does not matter to sulphur. He is indifferent.
15. Intolerance of artificial heaters indoors. They make him "stuffy".
16. Chronic skin eruptions (eczema, dry itchy psoriasis, boils, and acne.)
What are Miasms?

According to Samuel Hahnemann, the father of homeopathy, they are an "infectious principal" (Dictionary of Homeopathic Medical Terminology) which expresses itself in specific diseases we examine in people and animals.

When dealing with Miasmatic patterns, our primary concern should be oriented to

The Morphogenetic Field-Vital Body

The "Shadowy" Imprint

"The miasm is the internalized shadow of a greater disease: which its own strong essence, such a disease has imprinted itself upon the vital force. The shadow it leaves behind is, therefore, a shadow in the vital force."

Miasms: "Tain" or contaminate

Disturbances are factors hidden or "locked" deep in the elements of the "oscillatory terrain" or "Field," masked as common conditions.

Miasms Chart

Miasm (DIATHESIS)

- Tendencies to particular disease-manifestations in certain types of individuals (Diathesis)
- (The three "miasms") + 1
- 1-Syphilis (due to the initial sore of the chancre)
- 2-Sycosis (due to the constitutional effects of gonorrhea)
- 3-Psora (due to the chronic effects of itch poisoning)
- 4-Tuberculinism (due to BK)
this factor by using the scientific language of his historical period.

What is a constitutional remedy? (DIATHESIS)
• From the time of conception you take into consideration the inherited traits from your parents and ancestors. (Physical (ancestors) & Vital (quantum monad)
• Not only physical traits, but disease imprints, and mental, spiritual, and emotional traits.
• Trauma is inherited not only during conception but via the fetus forming.
• So, it is the totality of all symptoms of the patient that makes one’s diathesis

The Four typical remedies : or Miasmic signatures
• (1) Mercury (LUETISM )
• (2) Thuja (SYCOSIS)
• (3) Sulphur (PSORA )
• (4) Tuberculinum (TUBERCULINISM )
• (5)Cancer

Hahnemann on Psora
“Psora is the most Ancient, most universal, most destructive, and yet most misapprehended chronic miasmic disease which for many thousands of years has disfigured and tortured mankind, and which during the last centuries has become the mother of all thousands of incredibly various chronic diseases, by which the whole civilized human race on the inhabited globe is being more and more afflicted.”

Kent : Psora
Kent proposed that Psora was the “foundation all other sickness, without which mankind would be pure and healthy both in the mind and the body, as in the garden of Eden.” He regarded the acquisition of Psora with the “fall of man”. He portrayed Psora as also being the miasmic foundation of sexual distortions and imbalances.

PSORA
• Literally it means itch, eczema, all kinds of dermatoses, urticaria, hyper perspiration, subject to irritation, irritable bowel syndrome and diseases that worsen by heat and get better by cool.

• Intoxication such as intestinal parasitosis is frequently noticed in children.
• Intoxication caused by Candida or by other fungi is frequently noticed in adults because of a lack of immunity defenses of the skin.
• According to Hahnemann this particular condition was caused by an incorrect elimination of what the organism gathered for many long years.
• In modern words it is a state of intoxication: a sedentary lifestyle, excessive eating, stress, inner conflicts.
• The suggested remedy is Sulphur.

TUBERCULINISM

• According to Hahnemann it is connected with the psora, on the contrary according to other authors it becomes a peculiar feature during some evolutive phases of the development of the subject.
• Briefly it is a psoric miasma affecting a phosphoric constitution.

TUBERCULINISM
• Etiopathogenesis are infections such the salmonella shigella or anergic infection such as whooping-cough, diphtheritis, broncho-pneumonia, etc.. Rapid growth and respiratory crisis with expectoration, thinning, sensitiveness to cold.
• REMEDIES : Sulfur Iodatum, Calcarea phosforica, Ferrum metallicum, Pulsatilla and Silicea, basic remedies, Natrum muriaticum, Argentum iodatum, Silicea according to some authors is the basic remedy.
LUETISM (Syphilis)

- Infection triggering enzymatic alterations that will influence the correct evolution of the psycho-physical development of an individual.
- The prevailing disorders are ulcerations and sclerosis, so a predisposition to dystrophic alterations of the connective tissue, asymmetries.

- Etiopathogenesis: chronic alimentary toxic infections or recidivating infections...
- Luetism (Fluoric Constitution) and alcoholism, scarlet fever is often noticed, acetonemic crisis, psycho-physical growth delay such as in speaking, walking etc..
- The health of this subject gets better in the mountains and worsens at the ocean. Compulsions such as washing the hands or displacing things are very important.
- The remedy is Mercurius

SYCOSIS (gonorrhea)

- Called the fig's disease because its secretion is hyper irritant. According to the author chronic catarrh was a consequence of the blenorragia
- Chronic catarrh, retention of water.
- The energetic characteristic is HYPER.

- The sycosis presents long lasting post vaccine reactions, painful retention of water, benign cutaneous growths
- Symptoms are worsened by wetness and bettered by heat.
- REMEDIES: Thuya, Kali sulfuricum, Sepia, Pulsatilla.

VICARIATION REGRESSIVE/PROGRESSIVE

- Created by suppression of specific disease in their infectious stage, e.g., Homotoxicology
- Each constitution has a signature theme and range of tendencies towards illness
Elimination: Balance between toxin in and toxins out

- Quantum understanding of toxins
- Spiritual
- Supramental (miasma)
- Mental-Emotional
- Physical

Evaluation of Terrain

Stressor (toxins)

Sympathetic - on

Disease starts when a stressor (aggression) creates a discontinuity of the flow of energy

Ease → disease

Healing Crisis increases in a linear relationship to degree of Vicariation (Sycosis) or Toxicity

CONSTITUTIONS
According to Nebel there are three types of constitutions. He classified them according to the posture of the arms. This theory was resumed by Vannier and integrated with the embryology by Martiny who singled out the predominance of one of the three embryonic membranes in each different constitution.

Predominance of one of the three embryonic membranes in each different constitution

1. Normotype or Sulfur (Mesoblastic)
2. Longitype or Phosphoric (Ectoblastic)
3. Brachitype or Carbonic (Endoblastic)
CONSTITUTIONS
- Normotype or Sulfur (Mesoblastic) : This type is classified according to the relationship between limbs and trunk, according to muscular arrangement and to how muscles react to training. (well balance & equilibrium)

Fluoric Constitution
- Afterwards constitution were added
- Hyper laxity of articulation
- Asymmetry of the bone structure
- Tendency to make ulcers
- Lymphoid deficiency

Theory of Constitutions
- The theory of constitutions according to Nebel and Vannier is based on a postulate:
- The skeleton is a mix of three different calcium salts: carbonate, phosphorus and fluoride. These data are not supported by the biochemical examination, but they are quite useful to the clinical observation
- Constitution and energetic level means to have an energetic deficit affecting that level

Carbonic CONSTITUTION
- Brachitype or Carbonic (Endoblastic) : the diameter of the pelvis is often larger than the one of the shoulders, with prevalence of the glutei, legs and hips, with short and strong muscles, but flaccid.
- The carbonic type is short-statured, with a quite round face, pale and cold skin, weak handshake, slow and heavy gestures, transversal diameters prevail on the longitudinal ones.

This individual is of middle or of short height, asthenic, obese, flaccid, with a tendency towards obesity (tubby, flaccid fat with liquids retention) both because he likes eating and because he has a functional thyroidal deficit caused by a reduced thyrotrophic stimulus

CARBONIC CONSTITUTION
- EARTH LEVEL (Prevailing endoblast: breathing, digestive, thyroid)
- Diathesis : Psoric/Sycotic
- The carbonic constitution is the remedy of the Psora
- LYMPHATIC ACCORDING TO HIPPOCRATES

- The carbonic type adapts himself easily to circumstances and shares problems of other individuals
- He is helpful disposable, patient, methodical and composed.
- Signs UP : Positive, methodical, good business sense and well-balanced.
- Signs Down : Passive, indifferent, lazy.
- He is very sensitive to cold and as he grows up his hands and feet are often in cold sweat

PREVENTIVE REMEDIES
- Calcarea carbonica,
- Magnesia carbonica,
- Kali carbonicum,
- Ammonium carbonicum,
- Lycopodium,
- Baryta Carbonica, etc ....

PHOSPHORIC CONSTITUTION
- The phosphoric type is tall and thin, longitudinal diameters prevail on the transversal ones.
- He has graceful and swift gestures. He has a high forehead and a triangular face.
- Longitype or Phosphoric (Ectoblastic) : the thinned muscle fibers form a long figure, the diameter of pelvis and shoulder is often shorter than the one of the trunk (tall) and the shoulders are displaced forewords:
PHOSPHORIC CONSTITUTION

- His Adam's apple is prominent, his hands and feet are tapering and his teeth are square and sometimes yellowish with a tendency towards caries.
- His skin is rather yellowish and his palate is rather ogival, he is very sensitive to cold because of the hypersympathicotonia and of secondary hyperthyroidism and hypo tension.

- He does not have much resistance. Children of this constitution are often ill and thin.
- This particular condition is caused by the thyroid-sympathetic neuroendocrine system: hypercatabolism, dehydration, demineralization.

PREVENTIVE REMEDIES

- Calcarea Phosphorica
- Sulphur
- Natrum muriaticum
- Phosphorus etc..

PHOSPHORIQUE CONSTITUTION or LONGILIGNE

- Kyphosis (this kind of individual has a quite nervous temperament, he has good aerobic capabilities and is able to bear a long lasting strain. He needs to improve his muscular tone above all in the upper body's region).
- METALLIC LEVEL (Prevailing Ectoblast: CNS, PNS, skin, mammae, pineal gland, posterior hypophysis, suprarenal bodies).
- Diathesis: Psoric/Tuberculinism
- The Phosphorique constitution is the remedy of the Calcarea Phosphorica, Tuberculinum

- Badly positioned and small teeth subject to early tooth decay and ogival palate, malocclusion, scoliosis.
- Psychological instability, coarse language and use of wrong grammatical expressions, refusal of the order.

FLUORIC CONSTITUTION

- This is not a pure constitution, but it interacts with the others giving rise to disharmony.
- Constant indecision and psychic instability, an extreme weakness of the ligaments is noticed.
- The fluoric type is often of small to medium size, with a tendency to asymmetry concerning all levels of his organism.

Fluoric CONSTITUTION

- He can suffer from anemia and thinning and progressive demineralization.
- He easily gets nervous and excited. He is cyclothymic, hyperemotional, he has a lively imagination and he is idealistic, but he is confused and inconsistent.
- His muscles are weak and ligaments have a tendency to loosen.
• He looks quite old and has a dry skin
• The main features are hypotonus and an extreme weakness of ligaments with hyper flexible fingers, triangular

**FLUORIC CONSTITUTION**
- Signs Up: Intuitive, clever, ingenious, but inconsistent.
- Signs Down: Ambitious without scruples, depraved, vicious, with a tendency to mental and sexual perversion.
- Physiopathology: Tendency to sclerosis and to arteriolar inflammations, aneurysms.
- As a consequence of his disharmony he manifests a tendency to escape from reality in order to look for a denied identity that he will certainly not find.

**FLUORIC CONSTITUTION**
- WATER LEVEL: The damage is located at the mesenchymal level and affects the elastin.
- Diathesis: Luetism.
- PREVENTIVE REMEDIES: Calcarea Fluorica, Mercurius, Argentum Nitricum, Luesinum....

**SULFURIC CONSTITUTION**
- WOOD LEVEL: Diathesis: Psora-Sycosis & Flu-Luetic
- The mesoblast prevails: epithelia and serosae, striated muscles, cortico-adrenal glands, gonads, kidney, bladder.

**SULFURIC CONSTITUTION**
- A - SULFUR-FAT OR SULFUR-CARBONIC FULL-BLOODED TYPE ACCORDING TO HIPPOCRATES.
- B - SULFUR- PHOSPHORIC =NORMAL TYPE CHORDOBLASTIC or BILIAR according to HIPPOCRATES

**SULFUR-FAT OR SULFUR-CARBONIC**
- Diathesis: Psoric-luetic
- This type is short-statured, sthenic, with a strong handshake, ruddy, tonic, fat, muscular, always active.
- He has a warm reddish skin, square face and he is bull-necked. He has grayish teeth, short limbs, and his joints form an obtuse angle.
- He is impulsive, combative, passionate. He has an active and intense sexual life, is not afraid of hard work, and is always warm and loves life.
- He can suffer from dysmetabolism and hypertension.

**PREVENTIVE REMEDIES**
- Sulfur
- Calcarea sulfurica
- Magnesia sulfurica
- Kali Sulfuricum
- Natrum sulfuricum

**SULFUR- PHOSPHORIC =NORMAL TYPE**
- Diathesis: Psoric- tuberculinic.
- IDEAL TYPE, often it is possible to notice a sulfur type with a tendency to the thin sulfur or ideal type with a prevalence of the ectoblastic.
- The thin sulfur is the most balanced and harmonious type of constitution. He is of middle height, with a standard figure, square teeth
without many signs of decay, solid gums, white enamel.

- He is thin, bilious, strong and has white teeth.

- He presents a good psychological stability, a high self-confidence, he is tenacious, strong, bilious, but for a short period of time.

- The fat sulfur has a congested face and suffers from seborrheic dermatitis, acne pustules

- Hemorrhoidal problems, suppurations, spasms, hyper tension

- He dislikes warm climates and likes cool climates.

- If the patient complains of sleepiness after eating: give sulfur.

PREVENTIVE REMEDIES

- Sulphur
- Nux vomica
- Calcarea muriatica
- Kali muriaticum
- Magnesia muriatica
- Natrum muriaticum
- Tuberculinum.

Five Fundamental Elements

- This energy is everywhere in nature.
- It is believed to be the mould or “matrix” that gives everything its shape or form.
- This energy field and the knowledge of its makeup may someday unlock the doors to the secrets of life and cell differentiation.

- Chinese Traditional Medicine has always maintained that this energy flows outside and inside every living body and obeys specific laws known as the “Law of the Five Elements”, “Law of the Five Movements” or Law of the Five Phases”.
- This law also describes the many energy relationships existing between the principal acupuncture meridians in the human body.

- The five elements are usually represented as a star.
- This representation allows us to distinguish clearly the movements or cycles cooperating to maintain equilibrium in the human body.

- It is clearly representative of the law that governs all systems and particularly living systems.
- This may be seen in the application of “Cybernetics” and general “systems” knowledge.

5 Elements & Homeopathy

The Four Typical Remedies:
or Miasmic Signatures

- (1) Mercury (LUETISM )
- (2) Thuja (SYCOSIS)
- (3) Sulphur (PSORA )
- (4) Tuberculinum (TUBERCULINISM )
- (5)Cancer

5 Elements & Homeopathy

- Each Element has its Homeopathic remedy.
- Each Constitution has its Nosode.
- Each Nosode depletes the energy or miasm that becomes a controller within the system.
- We are all products of our past or should I say, our ancestral past.
- When the Elements have been out of homeostasis for a period of time, forcing the
body into “Chronic Degenerative States”, the metabolism will have suffered enough nutrient loss and enzyme breakdown to warrant proper supplementation.

Taoist Medicine &
The Five Fundamental Elements

**CYCLES: SUMMER**
**TENDING OUR FIRE**

**CYCLES: WINTER**
**THE SEASON OF WATER**

Winter emphasizes the essence of life.

**CYCLES: SPRING**
**THE SEASON OF WOOD ENERGY**

**LATE SUMMER**
**THE SEASON OF EARTH**

The energy of autumn:
1 - It gives us our sense of quality and value, and our capacity to look at what lies beyond ourselves.
2 - It gives us the power to let go. It represents our father.

METAL = Father = Autumn = Relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>Dry</th>
<th>Large Intestine</th>
<th>Li (meridian Yang)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veneto</td>
<td>Spicy</td>
<td>Olfaction</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Lung (meridian Yin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heaven, Art of Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phosphorus, Phytolacc,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fornum phos, Mn co,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Co gold silver,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Santa herba,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pulsatilla,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tuberculinum,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calcarea,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phosphorica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nosodes: toxins (bacteria, virus, ...)

Quantum Homotoxicology

In modern times, the "landscape" of disease has taken on a new level of complexity due to the onslaught of the xenobiotic burden. Unnatural emotions and psychological stressors combine with biochemical toxins to create cloaked disturbances buried deep in the tissue memory which further compromise the healing matrix.

What is Homotoxicology?
Hans-Heinrich Reckeweg, MD

The Response of the Organism
- If a homotoxin is encountered:
  - 1 - the organism attempts to eliminate it if possible
  OR
  - 2 - then adapt to the noxious influence if elimination cannot be effectively accomplished

The Healing crisis is directly related to the toxicity of the Terrain

- Homotoxin: means toxic to humans and refers to any material adversely affecting the human organism
- Anti-homotoxic therapy:
  - 1. Identifying and addressing the stressor
  - 2. Restoring the health of the biological milieu
- Each living organism is viewed as a dynamic flow system constantly adjusting to its surrounding environment.
- Any noxious influence disturbing this delicate dynamic flow balance is defined as a toxin.

Homotoxins
- Internally: metabolic products not broken down or eliminated efficiently – antigen-antibody complex, histamine, peroxidised lipids, lactic acids.
- Externally: environmental contaminants, infectious agents, etc. – viruses, bacteria, protozoa, environmental pollutants, allopathic drugs, etc.

The Healing crisis is directly related to the toxicity of the Terrain
Seyle process

- The process is represented by Seyle
- Alarm and reaction > adaptation > exhaustion.
- Homotoxicology perceives that all vital processes depend on the interconversion of chemically identifiable agents into useful energy.

Seyle Process

- In the disease process chemical substances have become pathogenic toxins.
- Many symptoms of disease are signs of the body trying to detoxify/ heal itself from homotoxins.
- Medications that suppress symptoms in non-life threatening situations result in the humiliation of toxins within the matrix and then deeper within the cellular structure of the organs.

The Holistic Perspective

- Patient management: avoiding stressors and employing supportive lifestyle and nutrition.
- Supportive and integrated detoxification.
- Organ support to restore tissue functioning

Summary of potentially Inter-Related Areas

- Nutritional deficiency.
- Weakness of overload in detoxification organs (lungs, kidneys, bowels, lymphatics...)
- Parasites & candidas, mycoplasma & rickettsia.

Embryology to understand Homotoxicology

- The embryonic period occurs 2 to 8 weeks after conception.
- During this period the rate of cell differentiation intensifies as organs and support systems begin to form. At 8 weeks the zygote forms another 2 layers of cells and is then called an embryo.
- The embryo’s new inner layer of cells, the endoderm, develops into the digestive and respiratory systems.

Embryology
• The new outer layer is then further divided into the ectoderm and the mesoderm.
• The ectoderm becomes the nervous system and sensory receptors (for example, the ears, nose, and eyes), as well as the skin parts (hair, nails, etc).
• The mesoderm becomes the circulatory system, the bones and muscles, the excretory system, and the reproductive system. Every body part eventually develops from these 3 layers.

Basic Embryology
**The tissue layers:** The tissue phases represent the four basic embryonic tissue layers. These are the source of all human tissues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue Layer</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ectodermal</td>
<td>Outermost body layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endodermal</td>
<td>Innermost layer of the body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesenchymal</td>
<td>Connective tissue forming ventral and medial walls of the mesoderm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesodermal</td>
<td>Connective tissue forming ventral and medial walls of the mesoderm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phases of disease and tissue phases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue Phases</th>
<th>Impregnation</th>
<th>Degeneration</th>
<th>Neoplasm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesenchymal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The further to the right in the disease phase the more serious again.

*Once the Biological divide has been crossed the situation is more serious and less easily recovered.*

**Example of Progressive/Regressive Vicariation between the Clinical Conditions of Eczema and Asthma.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue Phases</th>
<th>Excretion</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Deposition</th>
<th>Impregnation</th>
<th>Degeneration</th>
<th>Neoplasm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ectodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesenchymal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tissues at the top of the table are less vital than those further down the table.

**Disease Phases**

- Stage 1 – Humoral - (Phase 1 and 2)
- Includes the excretion and reaction aspects
- Refers to fluids within the body such as blood, lymph, etc.
- In this stage:
- Damage has not reached the cells
• The defense systems remain intact, the defense is active in eliminating toxins through the body orifices.
• Inflammation is a key positive process within the humoral phases.
• Prognosis for recovery is good.

Disease Phases

• Phase 1 - Excretion:
  Involves the physiologic excretion of homotoxins via mechanisms such as diarrhea, sweating, urination, etc.
  • Phase 2 - Reaction:
    Also involves excretion of homotoxins but is associated with inflammation (e.g. acute inflammatory sinus drainage, vaginal discharge, etc.).

A failure to excrete the homotoxin prompts the second or reaction phase and involves inflammatory processes. Most illnesses defined as an ITIS are second phase processes.

• Phase 3 – Deposition
  Stores the homotoxin within the matrix or mesenchyme (hypertrophy) but not yet within the cell.

Matrix Phase

• Matrix (connective tissue) is one of the contributions of Alfred Pischinger (father of modern ... chemistry)
• The matrix is effectively connective tissue

Matrix Phase

• Regulation disturbances here i.e. mesenchymal regulation disturbances are seen as the fundamental basis of all disease.
• In reality all organs and their cellular elements depend absolutely on the dynamic flow within the matrix
  • White blood cells, mask cells, macrophages and others make up the cellular components of the matrix system.
  • Glycoprotein is not only the bulk of the amorphous structure of the matrix proper but extends itself over the surface of cellular organ structures in a thin layer called the glycocalyx.

The three primary functions of the matrix are:

• Nutrition
• Defence
• Repair
The matrix system exhibits the following characteristics:

- Specific and non-specific response to stimuli
- Local and global reactions
- Capability of responding to a wide variety of stimuli
- Reaction more to the strength than the type of stimulus

Matrix Phase

- The connective tissue matrix thus represents the basic regulation system of the entire organism. When it is harmonious and uniformly functioning then there is optimum health.
- Its involvement leads not to random events but to spontaneous interdependent states of local and global order.
- The impression of disease systems results in the accumulation of homotoxins within the matrix and then within the cellular organ structure.
- While symptom-based therapy can result in the temporary disappearance of symptoms, the final outcome is likely to be a chronic degenerative or neoplastic disease.
- Anti-homotoxic, pro-biologic therapy assists the defense system in attempting to heal itself or detoxify itself from the causative homotoxin.
- Symptoms such as acute inflammation is a positive attempt of the bio-system to cleanse itself of disruptive homotoxins.

Stage 2 Cellular Phase

- The second three phases are known collectively as cellular phases.
- If the elimination processes of phases 1 and 2 are not successful then intermediate storage or deposition of the toxins is required.
- The body intelligence compartmentalises and stores homotoxins so once they have ceased accumulating the elimination process can be reinstated.

The Biological Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELIMINATION</th>
<th>ACUTE PHASE</th>
<th>XENOBIOTIC ABSORPTION</th>
<th>BIOLOGICAL ZONE</th>
<th>COMPENSATION PHASE</th>
<th>DEGENERATION PHASE</th>
<th>MALIGNANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Failure within the humoral phases means that cellular damage starts: i.e. the course of illness shifts into a more serious state
- Within the humoral phase restoration of health is a relatively straight forward process.
- However within the cellular phase complete restoration of health may no longer be possible because of the damage to cellular structures

Phase 4 – Impregnation
- Penetration of cells by homotoxins occurs for the first time.
- Damage occurs to the cellular membrane and cytoplasmic structures.

Phase 5 – Degeneration
- Entire cellular formations and parts of organs may now succumb to homotoxins and degenerate.
- Damage occurs to cellular organelles and essential enzyme systems (e.g. respiratory enzymes of the krebs cycle, mitochondria, etc.).
- The organism then attempts to maintain organ function by constantly regenerating organ structure.
- As this regeneration occurs at an increasing pace the surrounding mesenchyme is increasingly loaded with waste products and overload from a different origin occurs.

Phase 6- Neoplasm
- Differentiation diminishes and finally disappears.
- Disintegration finally creeps in even though the organism continues to do its best in a bad situation.
- Tumor formation for example can be viewed as the massing of cells damaged by homotoxins within the hope that the can be dealt with through regressive vicariation.
- There is damage to the DNA/RNA apparatus of the nucleus.
Reckeweg identified the following key elements of the body’s greater defence system:

1. Reticulo-endothelial (RES) system
2. Pituitary adrenal axes
3. Connective tissue matrix or mesenchymal tissue
4. Autonomic neural reflexes (ANS)
5. Liver

Homotoxicology: Natural Defense

INFLAMMATION
As a biological detoxification reaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological Therapy</th>
<th>Allopathic Therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>by stimulating the body’s greater defence system, which leads to</td>
<td>by enzyme blockades, producing apparent cure, which leads to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regressive Vicariation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Progressive Vicariation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Healing by elimination of toxins and toxic damage resulting in <strong>Health</strong></td>
<td>Biological Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and damage to the Greater Defence System resulting in Therapeutic Damage (iatrogenic pathology) and ending in Lingering Disease.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- In reverse order of appearance of symptoms (from newest to oldest)
- Thus in phase 6 a skin cancer (ectodermal) is considered less serious than leukaemia (hemodermal).

Vicariation

- Regressive vicariation is the healing process
- Progressive vicariation is a movement downwards or to the right and in the wrong direction of the healing.

Standard Homotoxicological Diagnosis: based on the table of homotoxicosis

- Determine where to start therapy
- Evaluate the results of treatment
- Evaluate chronological order of the patient’s history (to trace the origin of the original disease).

Hering’s Law of Healing
- From inwards, above and below
- From the most to least vital organ

Example of Progressive/Regressive Vicariation between the Clinical Conditions of Eczema and Asthma.
A more clinically relevant example of the Clinical Relationship between a reactive Skin Condition (Eczema) and various Chronic Degenerative Conditions from a Progressive/Regressive Vicariation Perspective

**HOMOTOXICOLOGY FLOW SYSTEM**

**TABLE OF HOMOTOXICOSIS**  
*(ECZEMA: PROGRESSIVE/REGRESSIVE VICARIATION)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUMORAL PHASES</th>
<th>MATRIX PHASES</th>
<th>CELLULAR PHASES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excretion Phases</td>
<td>Inflammation Phases</td>
<td>Deposition Phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Epidermal</td>
<td>Eczema</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Orodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Neurodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Sympathodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Mucodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Organdermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Interstidiodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Ostodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Hemodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Lymphodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Cavodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Nephrodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Serodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Geminodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Muscolodermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Anti-homotoxic therapy generally benefits from a compound treatment strategy.**
- **Step 1**
  Classify the state of illness according to the 6 phase table
  Employ specifically formulated homeopathic preparations from the anti-homotoxic reparatory.
- **Step 2**
  Transfer the knowledge into therapeutic results.
To facilitate successful homotoxicology called therapy Reckeweg adopted the following:
Diagnosis based upon conventional medical methods in conjunction with the homotoxicology table.
Treatment with complex homeopathic formulas, using multiple remedies and potencies and generally at low dilution

**EAV: Inflammation with minimal ID**
- Lymphatic Drainage
### TABLE OF HOMOTOXICOSIS (SIX-PHASE TABLE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humoral Phases</th>
<th>Matrix Phases</th>
<th>Cellular Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excretion Phases</strong></td>
<td><strong>Inflammation Phases</strong></td>
<td><strong>Deposition Phases</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Episodes of sweating</td>
<td>Acne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>Difficulty concentrating</td>
<td>Meningitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory system</td>
<td>Tears, otitis media</td>
<td>Conjunctivitis, otitis media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotor system</td>
<td>Joint pains</td>
<td>Epicondyritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory tract</td>
<td>Cough, expectoration</td>
<td>Bronchitis, acute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular system</td>
<td>Functional heart complaints</td>
<td>Endocarditis, pericarditis, myocarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal system</td>
<td>Heartburn</td>
<td>Gastritis, gastritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary system</td>
<td>Polyuria</td>
<td>Urinary tract infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Retention of fluids</td>
<td>Leucocytosis, suppuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph system</td>
<td>Lymphedema</td>
<td>Lymphangitis, lymphoma, lymphadenitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism</td>
<td>Electrolyte shift</td>
<td>Lipid metabolism disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormone system</td>
<td>Hypoglycemia</td>
<td>Thyroiditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune system</td>
<td>Susceptibility to infection</td>
<td>Weak immune system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alteration</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>Fixation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psyche</strong></td>
<td><strong>Functional psychological disturbance, nervousness</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reactive depressive syndrome, hypophrenic syndrome</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six-phase table is a field matrix reflecting medical experience based on careful observation and empirical learning. It is a phase-by-phase arrangement of disorders with no direct relationship between them. No casual pathogenetic link between disorders can be inferred. The structure of the table makes it suitable for developing a prediction system giving a better assessment of the possibilities for a vicariation effect.

**TABLE OF HOMOTOXICOSIS (abridged form)**
### Reckeweg's Homotoxicology Table of Human Adaptation to Toxins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Excretion Phases</th>
<th>Inflammation Phases</th>
<th>Deposition Phases</th>
<th>Impregnation Phases</th>
<th>Degeneration Phases</th>
<th>Dedifferentiation Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ectodermal</td>
<td>Perspiration, sweat, etc.</td>
<td>Acne, eczema, psoriasis, etc.</td>
<td>Hyperpigmentation, keratinization, etc.</td>
<td>Acneiform, pigmentary, etc.</td>
<td>Hyperkeratosis, etc.</td>
<td>Hyperkeratinization, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Oedemal</td>
<td>Salivation, etc.</td>
<td>Rhinitis, sinusitis, etc.</td>
<td>Rhinoviruses, etc.</td>
<td>Rhinoviruses, etc.</td>
<td>Rhinoviruses, etc.</td>
<td>Rhinoviruses, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Neurodermal</td>
<td>Neurodermatitis</td>
<td>Neurodermatitis</td>
<td>Neurodermatitis</td>
<td>Neurodermatitis</td>
<td>Neurodermatitis</td>
<td>Neurodermatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Pruritic</td>
<td>Itching, etc.</td>
<td>Pruritic, etc.</td>
<td>Pruritic, etc.</td>
<td>Pruritic, etc.</td>
<td>Pruritic, etc.</td>
<td>Pruritic, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Entodermal</td>
<td>Gastritis, enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Gastric</td>
<td>Gastritis, enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
<td>Enteritis, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Mesenchymal</td>
<td>Connective tissue, etc.</td>
<td>Connective tissue, etc.</td>
<td>Connective tissue, etc.</td>
<td>Connective tissue, etc.</td>
<td>Connective tissue, etc.</td>
<td>Connective tissue, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Myocardial</td>
<td>Myocardial degeneration</td>
<td>Myocardial degeneration</td>
<td>Myocardial degeneration</td>
<td>Myocardial degeneration</td>
<td>Myocardial degeneration</td>
<td>Myocardial degeneration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reckeweg's Homotoxicology Table of Human Adaptation to Toxics**

**Organ system**

- **Skin**: Eosinophils, mast cells, etc.
- **Nervous system**: Hypnogogic, hypnagogic, etc.
- **Locomotor system**: Joint pain, etc.
- **Respiratory tract**: Cough, expectoration, etc.
- **Cardiovascular system**: Functional heart complaint, etc.
- **Gastrointestinal system**: Anorexia, etc.
- **Urinary system**: Polyuria, etc.
- **Blood**: Leucopenia, etc.
- **Lymph system**: Lymphadenopathy, etc.
- **Metabolism**: Decrease synthesis, etc.
- **Hormone system**: Decrease production, etc.
- **Immunological system**: Decrease resistance, etc.
- **Allergy**: Reaction, etc.
- **Psyche**: Functional disturbances, etc.
- **Neurotransmitter**: Decrease activity, etc.

**Humoral Phases**

- **Acute**: Acute inflammation, etc.
- **Chronic**: Chronic inflammation, etc.

**Matrix Phases**

- **Acute**: Acute swelling, etc.
- **Chronic**: Chronic swelling, etc.

**Cellular Phases**

- **Acute**: Acute degeneration, etc.
- **Chronic**: Chronic degeneration, etc.
Homeopathic-Anti homotoxic therapy

The two basic goals of anti-homotoxic treatment are:
1. To prevent the introduction of homotoxins.
2. To eliminate existing homotoxins.

The picture must also account for the following:
- The considerable number and interaction between harmful substances you are exposed to.
- The complexity of symptoms.
- The likelihood that different organs are affected at the same time, meaning there are several areas where symptomology overlaps.
- The need to apply multiple potency and multiple remedies.

Homotoxicological Treatment approaches
Humoral phase
Ø Drainage
Ø Detoxification
Ø Regulation therapy
Drainage increases organ excretion activity and biological flow within the matrix.
This may be seen in the patient as symptoms corresponding to regressive vicariation.

Cellular Treatment
Objectives
Ø Reactivate the mesenchymal excretion/drainage system
Ø Normalise the rate of cellular mitoses.
Ø These three phases become progressively more difficult to treat requiring considerable resources and skills. (restoration of organs)

The “Complex Homeopathic Approach”
Classical homeopaths have the view that potencies have the effect as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potency Level</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low potencies</td>
<td>2x – 11x</td>
<td>Physical level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid potencies</td>
<td>12x – 30x</td>
<td>Mental level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High potencies</td>
<td>Above 30x</td>
<td>Emotional level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low potencies are considered most effective for treating acute conditions and higher potencies for chronic complaints.

Remedy Combinations Developed by Reckeweg
1-Homaccords
7 - Organotrophic ingredients
- Help improve the function of diseased organs.
- Similar to the action of Suis organs.
- Not derived from organic tissue.
  Examples: Solidago heel for kidney. Lymphomyosot for lymph, etc.

8-Compositae preparations
- Complex formulas in which each ingredient appears only once
- No potencies chords are present.
- There may be 10 to 15 individual ingredients
- Generally in low to middle potencies making them well suited for treating acute conditions. (ex.: tonsilla compositum, cerebrum compositum, glyoxal compositum, viscus compositum, hepar compositum, testis compositum, ovarium compositum, thyroid compositum)

Homotoxicology: Specialist Complexes Compositum
- Vial of 250 (4x60 or 8x30) ml or 500ml (8x60 or 16x30)
- 10 drops x 3 time a day
- 15-20 minute before meal

Detox-kits
The Heel one is used as an example. This contains a combination of three different homeopathic oral drops to stimulate the body’s own detoxification mechanisms:
- Lymphatic system (lymphomyosot)
- Gastro-intestinal system (stomach and bowels, nux vomica)
- Homaccord (apis, belladona)
- Pathic system (liver)
- Renal system (kidneys, berberis)

- Two or three different single remedies mixed together generally at a 10x, 30x, 200x and 1000x
- Having an effect on different levels of the patient’s condition
- There are normally 30, each named according to the primary constituent e.g. Nux Vomica-homaccord, belladona-h etc.
- These are available as oral drops, oral vials, and injectible ampoules.
- Their composition make them suitable for chronic diseases by virtue of the high potencies they contain.

2- Intermediate catalyst
- These occur naturally in the respiration process of cells.
- The impregnation phases begin with disturbance to cell respiration.
- Homeopathic catalysts unblock stalled metabolic pathways
  Example: (coenzyme compositum, ubichinon compositum..)

3 - Medication Homeopathics
- Homeopathically adjusted allopathic medications counter the side effects of drugs.
- Example: methotrexate to counter the side effects for an arthritis case, cortisol to counter side effect of corticotherapy

4 - Nosodes
- Homeopathic continuations of pathogenic materials from humans or animals
- Include tissues, serums, metabolic products and secretions, viruses, bacteria, fungi, parasites, etc.
- Example: Candidas to restore immunity

5-Sarcodes
- Homeopathic attenuations of healthy animal organs
- Improve organ functioning
- Suis organs, derived from clinically reared pigs, may offer advantages because of biological similarity to human tissue. ex.: suprarenalis

6-Reaction ingredients
- Medications stimulating the body defenses and supporting other homeopathic remedies.
  Examples: Selenium, Gelsemium, Apis and Belladonna.
THE Q DRAINAGE: The Most complete formula for drainage

Homotoxicology Drainage
- Liver: Hepar comp.
- Lymphatic: Lymphomyosot, Lycopodium 5x.

Elimination Immunity

- 1 - The QH Catalyst:
- 2 - The QH Drainage +
- 3 - The QH Digestion
- 4 - The QH Flora
- 5 - The QH Liver Cleansing:
- 6 - The QH Environmental
- 7 - The QH Immunity:
- 8 - The QH Flu:
- 9 - The QH Immunity I
- 10 - The QH Immunity II (Nosode)
- 11 - The QH Candida
- 12 - The QH Acidity
- 13 - The QH Viral
- 14 - The QH Rescue:
- 15 - The QH Emotion:
- 16 - The QH Degeneration:
- 17 - The QH Arthritis:
- 18 - The QH Brain Memory:
- 19 - The QH Brain Trauma:
- 20 - The QH Man:
- 21 - The QH Woman:
- 22 - The QH Thyroid:
- 23 - The QH Dermato:
- 24 - The QH Blood Pressure:
- 25 - The QH Heart:
- 26 - The QH Lungs
- 27 - The QH Allergy
- 28 - The QH Sinus
- 29 - The QH Heart & Small Intestine
- 30 - The QH Spleen-Pancreas & Stomach
- 31 - The QH Kidney & Bladder
- 32 - The QH Lung & Large Intestine
- 33 - The QH Liver & Gallbladder
Homotoxicology: Natural Defense

Homingtoxicology: Natural Defense

INFLAMMATION
As a biological detoxification reaction

Hering’s law of healing
From inwards, above and below
From the most to least vital organ
In reverse order of appearance of symptoms (from newest to oldest)
Thus in phase 6 a skin cancer (ectodermal) is considered less serious than leukaemia (hemodermal).
Vicariation

- Regressive Vicariation is the healing process
- Progressive Vicariation is a movement downwards or to the right and in the wrong direction of the healing.

Progressive Vicariation

Regressive Vicariation

TABLE OF HOMOTOXICOSIS (ECZEMA: PROGRESSIVE/REGRESSIVE VICARIATION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUMORAL PHASES</th>
<th>MATRIX PHASES</th>
<th>CELLULAR PHASES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excretion Phases</td>
<td>Inflammation Phases</td>
<td>Deposition Phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidermal</td>
<td>Eczema</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epithelial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroepithelial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sympathetic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosympathetic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afferent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efferent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphatic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumferential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina Pectoris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis (Hip)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A more clinically relevant example of the Clinical Relationship between a reactive Skin Condition (Eczema) and various Chronic Degenerative Conditions from a Progressive/Regressive Vicariation Perspective

**Progressive Vicervation: Sycosis**

Penetration of cells by homotoxins occurs.

**Degeneration**

Damage occurs to the cellular membrane and cytoplasmic structures.
• Entire cellular formations and parts of organs may now succumb to homotoxins and degenerate.
• Damage occurs to cellular organelles and essential enzyme systems (e.g. respiratory enzymes of the krebs cycle, mitochondria, etc.).
• The organism then attempts to maintain organ function by constantly regenerating organ structure.
• As this regeneration occurs at an increasing pace the surrounding mesenchyme is increasingly loaded with waste products and overload from a different origin occurs.

Neoplasm - End process of Viceration (Sycosis)
• Differentiation diminishes and finally disappears.
• Disintegration finally creeps in even though the organism continues to do its best in a bad situation.
• Tumor formation for example can be viewed as the massing of cells damaged by homotoxins within the hope that the can be dealt with through regressive vicariation.
• There is damage to the DNA/RNA apparatus of the nucleus. (metabolic error)

The Q Drainage: Addresses All Level

• The complexity of symptoms.
• The likelihood that different organs are affected at the same time, meaning there are several areas where symptomology overlaps.
• The need to apply multiple potency and multiple remedies.

Homotoxicological Healing Approaches
Humoral Phase:
- Drainage
- Detoxification
- Regulation Therapy

Drainage increases organ excretion activity and biological flow within the matrix. This may be seen in the patient as symptoms corresponding to regressive vicariation.

Cellular Approach

Objectives
Ø Reactivate the mesenchymal excretion/drainage system
Ø Normalise the rate of cellular mitoses.
Ø These three phases become progressively more difficult to treat requiring considerable resources and skills. (restoration of organs)

Q^H Drainage : The Most complete formula for drainage

Homotoxicology drainage
• Liver : Hepar comp.
• Lymphatic: Lymphomyosot,Lycopodium 5x.

The Q^H Drainage
Liver-Kidney-ladder-Lymphatic

Homeopathic- Anti-Homotoxic
The two basic goals of anti-homotoxic treatment are:
1. To prevent the introduction of homotoxins.
2. To eliminate existing homotoxins.
The picture must also account for the following:
· The considerable number and interaction between harmful substances you are exposed to.
The QH Drainage

- Hepar comp. - Liver
- Solidago comp. - Kidney
- Apis comp. - Inflammation & Allergy
- Berberis comp. (Kidney & Bladder)
- Lymphomyosot - Lymphatic